solution to the problem. 6 Dahl goes carefully through all the arguments for and against the Marcionite character of the Prologues and suggests a way forward. If one assumes that the Prologues belong to an edition of Paul's letters similar in shape to that of Marcion, which circulated outside Marcionite circles, the result is "a more plausible explanation of the data than any current theory."7 For Dahl, neither the argument of the order of the Prologues nor their content compels one to accept Marcionite origins. Once the Prologues are freed from their dubious past, their inclusion into the Latin tradition becomes easier to explain.
Dahl's thesis has been received favourably. In Metzger's Canon of the New Testament, it gets the final say8 and, perhaps more importantly, it is accepted and refined by Ulrich Schmid in his monograph on Marcion's Apostolikon. 9 Schmid's thesis is that the first Pauline collection was in existence already before Marcion, and that it is this non-Marcionite collection that should be identified with the collection as suggested by Dahl.10 Schmid's argument regarding this "earliest attested collection of Paul"11 does not depend on the non-Marcionite character of the Prologues alone. For him, an important textual argument is that Marcion uses the 14-chapter version of Romans (without chapters 15 and 16), a version which, according to Schmid, is more likely received than created by Marcion.12 As is often the case in the development of scholarship, a suggestion quickly turns into a fact. Beduhn boldly asserts that
